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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Never mind my title, which is a mouthfulWhat I’m going to do for you is talk about three things:How to engage with utilities.  I’m not going to differentiate  between different  flavors of utilities, except to say you are lucky if you have a municipal utility, but most of you probably don’t …and you are likely served by one or more regional utilities that bring you electricity and/or natural gas from outside your local area.Engagement drivers /motivators that are rapidly emergingEngagement enablers going forwardCaveatsWorked with/for utilities.  As organizations they are extremely good at doing what we depend on them to do, as are their people.  Much the same can be said about  city government  organizations.Know enough about both to  speak to the subject, but others will have more and better guidance as collaboration increases and experience accumulates.  Regarding both types of organizations , another thing I know is that  the world comes to them.  Both sides hold a monopoly position.  Innovation is far down their priority lists.And yet, as the energy sector democratizes, decentralizes and transforms, as it surely will, and at an unprecedented pace, it will be the requirement to innovate and adapt that will brings cities and utilities into unprecedented collaborative relationships.



How to Engage with Utilities – Part 1 

Do: 
1. Have measurable near and long term goals, e.g. 

carbon footprint reduction. 
2. Make a plan that distinguishes between: 

a. what your city can do on its own, and  
b. where it needs cooperation from utilities and legislators.  

3. Commit via city council decision  
4. Do the work, esp. with accountability for results, and  

noting that securing cooperation is part of the work.  
5. Review annually and determine course corrections. 
6. Revise, identify roadblocks, develop work-arounds. 
7. Re-commit, etc. 
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Presentation Notes
If your city has environmental sustainability goals, you are already aware of the need for more effective engagement with energy service providers, aka utilities.  You may have specific goals.   Hopefully they are, quantitative, measurable.  No need for a goal if what your community wants will happen statewide anyway.  But your community may want to accelerate or emphasize things not getting effective statewide attention, e.g. climate action broadly, or net zero retrofits specifically.Plans often consist of lists of specific diverse steps that add up to meeting  the overall goal.  If they happen.  Often there are roadblocks that require utility or legislative attention, and I’ll mention an example in a bit.  The process of getting to a city council decision is often as important as the decision itself.  It helps the utility gauge the council’s seriousness.Actually doing the work, accountability, and securing utility cooperation is where the process often breaks down.   If it’s nobody in particular’s job, you well know it won’t happen.The antidote is annual progress reviews and council approved course corrections.Plus there will be a need for plan revisions that address roadblocks and identify work-arounds and/or the need for legislative intervention.Having the council say once a year, “yes, we really meant it”, can help a lot.
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Process breaks  down in the bubbles with the question marksWhy?Two reasons:Internal capacity to do what only you can do, to think about what to do and how to do itBudgets to outsource the things you lack internal capacity to do



How to Engage with Utilities – Part 2 

Gain leverage: 
1. Align your plan with state policies. 
2. Secure a written utility commitment to support your goal and 

plan. 
3. Learn what your utility must, can, and can’t do in support, 

make specific, written requests, and follow up. 
4. Complete and update integrated energy analysis* to identify 

realistic deployment scenarios and roadblocks 
5. Request help from state legislators and regulators to remove 

roadblocks. 
6. Seek cost-sharing for local planning and projects that build 

staff energy expertise and capacity. 
7. Support and collaborate with effective state-wide associations 

and independent conveners. 
*Municipal Sustainability forum webinar, January 13, 2015 and 
IRESN Report:  Integrated Energy Analysis for Davis, California    

Presenter
Presentation Notes
States increasingly consider energy as a state policy topic.  I’ll give a couple examples later.  In many cases utilities are their primary energy policy implementation tool.  If you align with state policies, e.g. renewable and efficiency standards, you create a potential win-win situation with your utility.  It can help. Commitments of support get made at the top and empower lower organizational units to commit resources.  No commitment.  No resources.  Nothing in writing.  The buck stops nowhere.Avoid asking the impossible.  Don’t give folks an easy “no”.  Another utility doing something  different in their service area is a clue that it really can be done by your utility…maybe with a little nudge from politicians and regulators.  Become familiar with US utility initiatives related to your goals.  Every city’s energy profile is different from every other’s in increasingly important ways.  Further, the  number of moving parts is increasing, and over time the shifts are a big deal.  E.g. shifts in time of use and from one usage category to another, e.g. from buildings to electric vehicles and from centralized to local supply and storage, e.g.  rooftop solar, community solar, and electric  vehicles, substitution of electricity for fuels, Our utility doesn’t like the idea of local projects serving local customers because this doesn’t ideally fit its business model.  We’ve had to ask our state senator to help with legislation.  Two pieces enacted so far, and probably need a third.City staff expertise and capacity are the primary roadblocks to effective utility engagement.  Be on the look-out for cost-sharing opportunities.Utilities operate efficiently by standardizing everything they do.  There are no special orders.  State-wide associations can push for changes in business as usual energy where local interests require it.

http://www.videoserverssite.com/play/sdall/4134-2015-1-jan-davis
http://www.iresn.org/resources/Integrated%20Energy%20for%20Davis


Megawatts and Negawatts 
Hawai’i’s Renewable Energy 
Future California’s SB 350 

By 2030: 
• 17% reduction in electricity 

usage 
• Additional 17% of electricity 

supply from renewables 
• Action on 50% reduction of 

transportation energy usage 
deferred 
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States increasingly are concerned with Megawatts and Negawatts, i.e. supply and demand.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
I mentioned cost sharing for local projects.  The slide outlines a program that cost shared efforts by a number of cities and counties  in California to take inventory of local energy resources and gain experience and build local capacity through analysis and physical projects.  For those of you contemplating projects the last slide will provide links to presentations on all of the completed projects.  
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This slide tells a story about the program.  It uses the term catalyst.  Whether its been a catalyst for deployment is an interesting question.  What it certainly has catalyzed is innovation and engagement.  Most of the projects has some level of utility support and participation.  So, at a minimum California cities and utilities have some experience working together on specific local initiatives.  In my view this experience alone is priceless, and fortunately, as distributed generation continues to ramp up, the Energy Commission plans to support further projects that benefit from experience in earlier rounds.  



How to Engage with Utilities – Part 3 
Anticipate and innovate: 

1. Consider community choice aggregation if available. 
2. Enact “stretch” efficiency and solar standards and ordinances 

for new homes and energy appliance retrofit. 
3. Identify, evaluate and promote participation in utility programs 

that support goals.  Design and secure funding for alternative 
programs tailored to local building stock.* 

4. Engage local energy experts in advisory and analysis work and 
tracking energy project funding opportunities. 

5. Identify city-controlled sites for renewable energy projects and 
micro-grids* 

6. Use city GIS and utility data bases to target net zero 
retrofits.** 

7. Develop local energy retailer capacity by promoting generic 
products and streamlining project permitting. 
 *July 29, 2015 Workshop Presentations 

**Municipal Sustainability Forum Webinar, March 3, 2015 
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I have a few slides later on community choice aggregation for those unfamiliar with the term.  As a mechanism for reducing rates and tailoring energy supply and service offerings to local needs and goal, it is the next best alternative to setting up a municipal utility.If achieving a goal requires changes in standards , it’s best to have the standards in place before a project  gets too far along.  We’ve learned this the hard way in Davis, where a major residential development is proceeding in a way that adds unnecessarily to our carbon footprint and nothing could be done about it after the  project was approved.  Utility-run efficiency programs basically take money from ratepayers and return it to them in the form of rebates for specific purchases.  If a rebate program aligns with your city’s goals it’s in your interest to promote and encourage local participation.Energy projects are getting to be pretty pervasive as the electricity sector decentralizes.  This means there are probably people in your community who understand and have worked with utilities and can offer good experience-based advice.The time will soon come when energy project developers will be looking for project sites in your area.  Taking inventory and letting site availability be known now can be key to projects that support your goals and plans.As Rob Hammon discussed in a previous webinar, your city’s GIS database can be an invaluable tool in  both designing integrated efficiency and solar retrofit programs and targeting neighborhoods.City permitting processes can be an impediment to energy user decisions that support your plan.  Likewise, lack of experienced retailers offering products that fit your plan can be a major barrier.

http://www.energy.ca.gov/research/notices/2015-07-29_workshop/presentations/05-Davis_FREE_CEC_Workshop_7-29-15.pdf
http://www.videoserverssite.com/play/sdall/4211-2015-3-march-net-zero-davis-ca


CCA Supercharges Climate Action Plans 
Excerpt from Town of San Anselmo’s CAP (2010) 
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Community choice aggregation is gaining traction in California, esp. in communities wanting to reduce their carbon footprint.  Because CCA gives the power to a local jurisdiction to take charge of sourcing electricity, and because electricity is a big contributor to a city’s current carbon footprint, a CCA can quickly and cost effectively contract for an electricity supply portfolio more heavily weighted toward renewable energy than the state-wide portfolio.  In so doing, it causes new renewable plants to be built and can also move to  generate more renewable energy within it s boundaries than regional utilities would allow to happen.  



 
Community Choice Aggregation  
 CCA leverages the market power of group purchasing and local control. It creates a 

functional partnership between municipalities and investor-owned utilities.  It has 
the proven ability to lower electricity rates and rapidly green the grid. 
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Presentation Notes
The regional utility continues to do everything it previously did except for buying and building electricity supply.



CCA In Context 

Authorized by CA Assembly Bill 117 in 2002 
CCA allows communities to pool their electricity demand in order to purchase 
and develop power on behalf of local residents, businesses, and municipal 
facilities. 

 

 

CCAs in 7 States 
• California 
• Illinois 
• Massachusetts 
• New Jersey 
• Ohio 
• Rhode Island 
• New York 
 
Under 
Consideration: 
Utah, Delaware, 
Minnesota 
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Several states have legislation empowering community choice, and  legislation is under consideration in three others.  Community choice programs  can offer cost savings as well as cleaner supply portfolios, and in California they are also beginning to be able to tailor energy efficiency programs to local needs and opportunities.  In some other states, the primary emphasis is on access to lower cost supply.  The success of three existing and expanding community choice programs in California has encouraged a large number of other jurisdictions initiate exploration and formation work.  These include several large  and small cities and counties, including Los Angeles, San Francisco and San Diego.



CCA Electricity Rate Options 
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California is unique in allowing its regional utilities to charge “exit fees”, ostensibly to compensate non-CCA customers for retaining responsibility for existing electricity supply contracts involving higher than current market prices.  In spite of this significant surcharge for CCA customers, new CCAs are able to offer both lower prices  and higher renewable portfolio percentages as well as electricity sourced 100% from local solar generators.



CCA Facilitates Local Renewable Power  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The map shows local renewable generation sites serving Marin Clean Energy customers.



Start Thinking About Micro-grids 
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Presentation Notes
Micro-grids are just what the term implies.  The reason to start thinking about them is that they enable power to be both generated and distributed in the  same  neighborhood or educational or industrial campus.  The following slides are intended to help you understand how and local electricity infrastructure is evolving and why micro-grids require the collaborative attention of both cities and energy utilities.



Electricity Service Infrastructure 

Power Plants HV Wires LV Wires Meter 

HV = High Voltage 
LV = Low Voltage 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This cartoon depicts  current utility owned electricity infrastructure in the simplest possible terms.  Power is generated at high voltages, routed through high voltage wires to substations that reduce the voltage for distribution through lower voltage wires to and on to customers.  The so called  revenue meter is like  a utility’s cash register. 20th century meters are analogous to the  old phone system’s rotary dial phones.  21st century “smart” meters are analogous to new “smart” phones.  We basically have the financial crisis and economic stimulus legislation to thank for rescuing the smart meter vision from 20 years in a utility R&D boneyard and finally into production and use.



Decentralizing the Supply Chain 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One modification of the simple cartoon is the emergence of so called “distributed generation typified by combined heat and power equipment and building and community scale sola r PV systems.  I’ve added these against a black background because some utilities see them as coming from “the dark side” of their preferred business model.The question mark over high voltage wires refers to whether or not additional high voltage infrastructure is needed to operate an electricity grid where electricity generation takes place closer and closer to the point of use.  Some would say the most economical way to  get electricity to a meter is from behind the meter or behind the meter next door.  How to allocate costs between customers with on site and nearby generation and customers relying on remote large power plants is an emerging economic regulatory issue.  



Virtual Power Plants 

Power Plants HV Wires LV Wires Meters 

Smart 
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What is beginning to happen on customer’s side of the meter, is beginning to affect how much power is needed from the remote large plants.  To the extent that demand can be shaped and timed to match local or on site production, the result is what might be termed a virtual power plant consisting of electricity supply and distribution infrastructure in buildings and neighborhoods as well as out in the physical grid.  Smart meters, smart appliances, building circuits, rooftop solar and even electric vehicle batteries will be part of these virtual plants.



Solar Micro-grids 
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Micro-grid 
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Combining the elements of a virtual power plant with the low voltage wires downstream of a distribution sub-station is one way of configuring a so-called micro-grid, and you can see why the development and deployment of micro-grids broadly will  impact both utilities and cities and require their close communication and cooperation.



City/Utility Engagement Drivers 
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What else besides the emergence of micro-grids motivates an effort to establish new lines of communication between cities and utilities?



Electricity Supply Decentralization 

• A new California public utilities code section instituted by AB 
327 requires distribution plan proposals that “identify optimal 
locations for the deployment of distributed resources (DER).” 
It defines “distributed energy resources (DER)” as “distributed 
renewable generation resources, energy efficiency, energy 
storage, electric vehicles, and demand response 
technologies.” 

• New York and other states have comparable planning 
processes underway. 
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One driver is the general trend to electricity supply decentralization.  The US generally is not in the vanguard of this movement.  Germany is, and of course areas of the world where power is needed and no large plants and transmission systems exist are also in the vanguard.  The fastest growing markets for micro-grids are in these areas.  



Electricity Market Decentralization 

Source:  GTM 
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Meanwhile, some innovative states are beginning to recognize the need for policies and regulatory and tariff reform that opens doors to electricity supply decentralization vs. leaving them closed and paying the related “opportunity cost”.These states have already delegated responsibility for grid and supply reliability and competitive sourcing of wholesale electricity purchases balancing overall supply with overall demand to independent companies called independent system operators.  These organizations have begun to think about the organizational structures and system architectures necessary to properly manage systems with high dependence on distributed energy resources.Cities need not only to work more closely with energy service providers but to also  determine their  role in the planning, siting, permitting and integration of distributed energy resources with other local infrastructure, notably that related to water supply and waste stream repurposing.  



City/Utility Engagement Enablers 
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So, cities need to engage with energy utilities and others and turn on their headlights to look at the energy roads and pathways ahead.  We’ve discussed how to go about this, but what tools and capacity building opportunities are available”



PG&E’s Green Communities Program 

• Data and reports available through 2013 for 
use in developing: 
– Local greenhouse gas inventories 
– More detailed understanding of community and 

municipal energy usage for purposes of climate 
action planning 

• Next two slides show sample reports 
segments. 
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We are now irrevocably in the information age.  Utilities do many things well.  They generally must manage vast amounts of data in order to function effectively.  Cities will need access to some of it and to learn how to convert it to planning and decision-making information.  Our regional utility launched a program to help local jurisdictions to monitor energy usage and other parameters driving local carbon footprints.  The next three, not two, slides show sample report formats.  They are a good indication of the types of information one utility decided to make available.  
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This chart shows overall usage  and emissions generated within the Davis community
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This chart breaks overall usage down a bit and includes solar PV supply that has the effect of off-setting usage and reducing net usage.
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This chart breaks on site “behind the meter” solar statistics down a bit in terms of sites and capacity. The key questions are:  Are these charts what the city would have asked for?  How much did it help?  What other data are needed.In summary:The information is quite useful for purposes of carbon footprint tracking and first order energy efficiency program scoping.  For purposes of integrated energy analysis and retrofit program design is does not suffice.  More granularity is require in terms of hourly, daily, seasonal and neighborhood variations.For purposes of carbon footprint tracking it  would be useful if it were generated annually in a timely way.  The information is not of the sort needed for purposes of project siting and infrastructure planning.PG&E’s program appears to have had marginal support internally.  It would benefit greatly from dialog with its intended municipal clients.



CPUC Data Request/Response Process 
 

Energy Data Access Committee 
Three core purposes: 
1. To provide advice regarding a utility’s protocols 
for reviewing data requests, 
2. To act as an informal body to review disputes 
between a utility and a requestor, and 
3. To act as an on-going forum to discuss and review 
changes in protocols in response to changing 
technological abilities  
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On the latter point there is a ray of hope.  The CPUC has a data request and response process and has a committee that includes local jurisdictions to advise the process.  This helps, but does not ensure a full two way conversation about what is needed vs. what it is possible to request.



It’s Win-Win 

• Cities have rapidly maturing GIS databases that 
enable effective design and targeting of energy 
efficiency and net zero retrofit programs. 

• Shared interest in resilient infrastructure, e.g. 
mitigating climate change impacts associated city 
services such as wastewater treatment, storm 
water, emergency management, public health, 
roads, flood-risk reduction, and waste 
management. 

Presenter
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We might even imagine a process in which cities are able to provide a quid pro quo.In the course of the DavisFREE project , Rob Hammon was able to use our city’s GIS database to design a net zero retrofit marketing program that accounted for neighborhood to neighborhood differences in building stock and as designed usage.  Meanwhile in California regional utilities are the primary implementers of the state’s efficiency retrofit programs whose effectiveness might be enhance d by more granular information and geographic targeting.Likewise, cities  and utilities have a shared interest in resilient infrastructure and climate change mitigation via improved integration of basic city and  other public services and infrastructure, e.g. transportation and  data, with electricity and fuel.



Communities for Advanced Distributed 
Energy Resources (CADER) 

• CADER is a 15 year old 501(c)(6) collaborative 
with a track record of responsible and effective 
advocacy for DER. 

• It has been repurposed with a mission to bring 
California communities and energy utilities into 
more constructive dialog and closer coordination 

• Other states may need to take similar initiatives 
to enable and support city/utility coordination. 

Presenter
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Let me mention an organization working to bring cities and utilities  into more constructive dialog an closer coordination.  CADER is a 15 year old 501(c)(6) collaborative with a track record of responsible and effective advocacy for DER in California.It has been repurposed with a mission to bring California communities and energy utilities into more constructive dialog and closer coordinationOther states may need to take similar initiatives to enable and support city/utility coordination, and if so, we would be glad to discuss our plans  and programs with colleagues in other states



Where to Start 

• Have a goal and make a plan 
• Initiate local integrated energy analysis 
• Have a strategy for developing city staff 

energy planning and management capacity 
• Consider state and Federal cost sharing 

opportunities 
• Initiate contact with effective state-wide 

associations and independent conveners 
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What talking about  how to do things, it’s good to have an idea where to start.  My suggestions are  bullets on the slide.  The first things first are:Structure, i.e. goal and planAnalysis, i.e. what distinguishes your community’s energy opportunities and need from those of other cities?What is your strategy to build energy related staff capacity?Track relevant cost sharing opportunities.  This takes a bit of work but can be very rewarding.  Showing up and networking are good tactics.  This means reaching out to state-wide associations and conveners, e.g. CADER in California.



Conclusions 
• Two-way Communication 

– Starts with an understanding that local governments are an 
essential partner, esp. in energy efficiency but also DER in general 

• Policy Integration (between utilities and cities) 
– Necessary if local climate action is to be aligned with local energy 

usage and renewable energy opportunities.  One size fits all state-
wide programs are relatively ineffective relative to programs that 
fit local usage patterns, resources and infrastructure. 

• Data 
– Not what happens to be handy and ready to share but what is 

needed when it’s needed to properly site, design and permit local 
projects and micro-grids 

 
Mr. Energy Utility, we need to talk. 



Thank You! 

gbraun@iresn.org 
www.iresn.org  

Links to integration research and demonstration 
project presentations: 
Sacramento, California  http://www.energy.ca.gov/research/notices/2015-07-29_workshop/presentations/  
Oakland, California  http://www.energy.ca.gov/research/notices/2015-09-17_workshop/presentations/  
Redding, California  http://www.energy.ca.gov/research/notices/2015-09-21_workshop/presentations/   
Fresno, California  http://www.energy.ca.gov/research/notices/2015-09-23_workshop/presentations/ 
Victorville, CA  http://www.energy.ca.gov/research/notices/2015-09-29_workshop_victorville/presentations/  
San Diego, California  http://www.energy.ca.gov/research/notices/2015-10-07_workshop/presentations/ 
Lynwood, California  http://www.energy.ca.gov/research/notices/2015-09-30_workshop/presentations/ 
San Bernardino, California  http://www.energy.ca.gov/research/notices/2015-09-
29_workshop_sanbernardino/presentations/   

 

mailto:gbraun@iresn.org
http://www.iresn.org/
http://www.energy.ca.gov/research/notices/2015-07-29_workshop/presentations/
http://www.energy.ca.gov/research/notices/2015-09-17_workshop/presentations/
http://www.energy.ca.gov/research/notices/2015-09-21_workshop/presentations/
http://www.energy.ca.gov/research/notices/2015-09-23_workshop/presentations/
http://www.energy.ca.gov/research/notices/2015-09-29_workshop_victorville/presentations/
http://www.energy.ca.gov/research/notices/2015-10-07_workshop/presentations/
http://www.energy.ca.gov/research/notices/2015-09-30_workshop/presentations/
http://www.energy.ca.gov/research/notices/2015-09-29_workshop_sanbernardino/presentations/
http://www.energy.ca.gov/research/notices/2015-09-29_workshop_sanbernardino/presentations/
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